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•

VEXAG initiated by NASA in 2005

•

past chairs: Janet Luhmann, Sushil Atreya, Ellen Stofan, Steve Mackwell

•

Current Co-chairs: Sanjay Limaye and Sue Smrekar recently appointed

•

Executive Committee: Mark Allen, Kevin Baines, Jim Cutts, David
Grinspoon, Lori Glaze, Adrianna Ocampo, with Tibor Balint, Mark
Bullock, Larry Esposito, Jim Garvin, Ronna Hurd, Natasha Johnson,
David Senske, Tommy Thompson, Allan Treiman

•

International participation: H. Svedhem (Venus Express) and Masato
Nakamura (Venus Climate Orbiter)

The Venus Exploration Analysis Group
•

The Venus Exploration Analysis Group (VEXAG) was established by NASA
in July 2005 to identify scientific priorities and strategy for exploration of
Venus. VEXAG is currently composed of a chair and five focus groups. The
focus groups will actively solicit input from the scientific community. VEXAG
will report its findings and provide input to NASA, but will not make
recommendations.

VEXAG Charter
• The Venus Exploration Analysis Group is NASA's community-based forum
designed to provide scientific input and technology development plans for
planning and prioritizing the exploration of Venus over the next several
decades, including a Venus surface sample return. VEXAG is chartered by
NASA's Solar System Exploration Division and reports its findings to NASA.
Open to all interested scientists, VEXAG regularly evaluates Venus
exploration goals, scientific objectives, investigations and critical
measurement requirements, including especially recommendations in the
National Research Council (US) Decadal Survey and the Solar System
Exploration Strategic Roadmap (NASA).

Venus Exploration Goals

Why Venus? Why Now?
Venus as a case study of a terrestrial planet
•

Venus challenges our ideas of how a terrestrial planet should behave and the factors
that shape planetary evolution.
– The study of the early evolution of Venus can help elucidate the role of
deterministic vs. stochastic effects of early impact and volatile inventory
– Venus may well have had an ocean, and thus have been habitable, up until ~ 1
by, much longer than water was abundant on Mars.
– Venus is also an excellent place to study the interaction between the interior,
outgassing, and climate
– Venus atmospheric dynamics should be simple: Venus has no significant
season, no land-ocean contrast, nearly uniform cloud cover and slow rotation, yet
we do not have a good understanding of its workings.
– Nature and properties of the Venus ultraviolet absorber remains unknown, as
well as why it is so highly variable in space and time
– The superrotation of the bulk of the atmosphere remains a puzzle for lack of
salient measurements of key atmospheric processes

As we explore other solar systems, we can begin to assess whether
Venus, Earth or both planets are anomalous.
We need new or better measurements of key Venus surface and
atmospheric processes or properties

Why Venus? Why Now?
Venus, Earth and Climate Change
•
•

•

•

Venus represents an extreme case of global warming
– Provides an active example of runway greenhouse warming and
demonstrates the role of cloud-climate feedback
Venus provides our closest (and only) planetary analog for many important
terrestrial climate processes
– Ozone loss on the Earth was discovered due to the study of Venus upper
atmospheric Chemistry
Simulating the extreme climate of Venus can:
– Help to validate terrestrial general circulation models and increase
understanding of non-linear climate models.
– Expose limitations of current climate models
Many scientific problems of common interest to both Venus and Earth climate
studies:
– Aerosol microphysics and radiative properties, cloud morphologies and
climate forcings, mesoscale and vortex dynamics, atmospheric responses
to short and long term solar forcing
– Volcano-climate interactions
– Atmospheric angular momentum, and exchange with the sold planet
– Venus dynamical phenomenon compared to Earth stratospheric
oscillations

Completed:

Upcoming:

10

•

12 White papers on science objectives, mission concepts and
technology development

•

Specific recommendations for:
– Retaining S-band communications capability at all DSN stations
– Building communication assets in Venus orbit to enable
enhanced data return from entry, landed and mobile explorers
and for mutual occultations of the atmosphere/ionosphere with
other orbiters
Venus Climate Flagship Mission (“Lite”)

•

Inner Planets Panel presentation on Friday Morning at AGU

VEXAG provides opportunities for information exchange and
effort coordination and collaborations
•

Venus Climate Orbiter (VCO) to be launched by JAXA
in May 2010. Arrival at Venus in December 2010

•

European Venus Explorer (EVE) being developed for
proposal to ESA’s Cosmic Vision Program
– EVE will be re-proposed in 2010
Venera-D being developed by Russia (2016?)
Venus Flagship Mission Study Completed for NASA (2009) and a
“Lite” version presented to IPP (December 2009)
Proposals submitted to NASA’s New Frontiers AO (July 2009)
Anticipate several Venus proposals for NASA’s Discovery
Program (Draft AO is out for comments, Final AO ??)

•
•
•
•

A meeting to discuss current
state of knowledge of the
Venus atmosphere,
challenges, observational,
modeling and analsysis needs
is being considered to be held.
All interested scientists
interested in Venus
atmosphere and its interaction
with the surface and
comparative planetary
meteorology are invited to
participate.

Contact: Sushil Atreya (atreya@umich.edu)
Sanjay Limaye Sanjay.Limaye@ssec.wisc.edu)

Your ideas and suggestions for
the conference format and
program are solicited.

Venus, Closest Earth-like Planet:
from Surface to Thermosphere - How does it Work?
•

Major questions remain unanswered in dynamics, chemistry, surface-atmosphere
interactions, radiative balance, climatology, and evolution of the Venus atmosphere. Here
is a sampling of suggested topics for the conference:

 Nature, process, and consequence of surface-atmosphere interaction?
 Timing and cause of loss of water from Venus’ surface, and its impact on atmospheric
evolution
 Venus’ runaway greenhouse effect and implications for Earth’s climate evolution?
 Nature, period, an atmospheric impact of the global cataclysm that resurfaced Venus?
 Atmospheric dynamics, including origin of the superrotation of the Venus atmosphere,
possible coupling between Hadley circulation and the hemispheric vortex circulation?
 It is anticipated that the conference will have a number of comprehensive presentations
that will assimilate available spacecraft and ground-based observations as constraints to
answering some of the major questions about the atmosphere of Venus. Extensive, lively,
and appealing poster sessions are being envisioned also. Ample time will be reserved for
discussions, with a focus on addressing key unresolved questions with models and future
observations including those from approved (JAXA’s Akatsuki), in development (Russian
Venera-D, etc.) and yet to be proposed missions to Venus.
The conference will also present an opportunity for fostering coordination between various
international missions to Venus to maximize the science return.

Flagship “Lite” Mission Concept

Venus Climate Flagship Mission

Venus Climate Flagship Mission

Venus Climate Flagship Mission

Venus Climate Flagship Mission

Venus Climate Flagship Mission

VEXAG

•

Get involved! VEXAG represents you!

•

Participate in the VEXAG meetings

Thank you

